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Stimulated Hawking Radiation: 
Black holes as a lab for new physics

One may consider echoes as stimulated emission of Hawking 
radiation, caused by the GWs that excite the quantum BH 
microstructure
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Hawking radiation flux is small as it originates 
from Planckian vacuum fluctuations  ABC = $BC



Spontaneous emission for black hole occurs at times ~"#

Stimulated Hawking radiation is faster than spontaneous emission by the number 
of photons/gravitons. If frequency is 1/M and energy is M, number of particles is 
~"$. So time scale emission is ⁄"# "$ = "

Stimulated Hawking Radiation: 



Quantum mechanics imply that we have minimum Planck length, which 
is about 10-35 meters.

So the time for the waves reaching the minimum distance 
of return (Planckian horizon) is not infinite.

Therefore a time to reach the stationary state drops to ~1 sec after 
the merger for ~300%⨀ (redshifted mass) black hole

We might have stimulated Hawking radiation after ~1 sec from 
merger time for GW190521



echoes

Stimulated Hawking Radiation
Gravitational Wave





Credit: Salemi et al, 2019
Abedi et al (Oct 2017)

GW151012



Abedi et al (Dec 2021)

Co-localization of GW151012 

All searches for GW151012 prefer the 
hypothesis of sky co-localization of 
echoes and main event, at Bayes 
factors of 1.6-5.4. 

Luis F. Longo 



Credit: Salemi et al, 2019

GW151226

Abedi et al (Oct 2017)



Echoes from GW170817:

! − #$%&' = 1.6×10./

Abedi & Afshordi 2018 arXiv:1803.10454

2019 Buchalter Cosmology First Prize,
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Confirmation



Abedi et al. 2020



LIGO/Virgo and KAGRA:



GW190521

GW190521 the most massive and energetic black-hole merger yet.

9 solar masses were radiated as 
energy in the form of gravitational
waves

Mass equivalent to 142 times that of the Sun, 
making this the first clear detection of
an intermediate-mass black hole.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intermediate-mass_black_hole


Boltzmann reflectivity

Near the horizon it is natural to expect having 
quantum mechanical reflection given by Boltzmann 
factor

Boltzmann Echoes (Oshita, et al., 2020) 

!" = " −%Ω' Near horizon frequency " Frequency at infinity

Successive echoes imply that the waveform changes to: 
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m=2 for quadrupolar gravitational radiation).
4' is Hawking temperature. 
5 + is ringdown mode.Hawking Radiation



Bayes factor = 7
Preference for echoes

!" → !"/Λ
−12 < !*+Λ < 12



Reconstructed waveform from cWB and PyCBC pipline



PyCBC: contour plot
cWB:     density plot

Bayes factor = 7
Preference for echoes

PyCBC
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PyCBC: contour plot
cWB:     density plot
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PyCBC: contour plot
cWB:     density plot



PyCBC: contour plot
cWB:     density plot

Bayes factor = 7
Preference for echoes

PyCBC



p-value=5×10$%

PyCBC: contour plot
cWB:     density plot

Bayes factor = 7
Preference for echoes

PyCBC

CWB



PyCBC: contour plot
cWB:    density plot

PyCBC: contour plot
Hanford x Livingston: 
density plot



PyCBC vs cWB



Combining 65 events

Work in progress

Upper bound on all events echo amplitude
Amplitudes>0.5 are not preferred for echoes



• Summary 
• Although no clear and widely-accepted observational signs of echoes (or 

deviations from vacuum GR) have been observed in GW detectors to date, 
we might be close!
• The fact that independent methods find similar signals from possibly the 

most massive event suggests that echoes should be one of prime targets 
for the next generation of GW detectors.
• GW190521 which is the most massive event observed to date has a loud 

echo signal (Possible first measurement of stimulated Hawking radiation)
• We also argue that previous searches (by the LIGO/Virgo and KAGRA 

collaboration) have missed this signal due to a nonphysical prior range, 
notably missing the expected !"#$% = 1.14*+.,-+.,+ sec for GW190521, with 
their choice of 0.05 sec < !"#$% < 0.5 sec prior or miss this event.



Thank you



GW150914

Abedi et al (Oct 2017) Credit: Salemi et al, 2019



GW151012

Credit: Salemi et al, 2019



LogB = +1.18

GW151226

Credit: Salemi et al, 2019



GW170729

Credit: Salemi et al, 2019LogB = +0.45



In nature, a BNS merger can develop in 
four possible ways:
1. A black hole forms immediately after merger.
2. A hypermassive NS is formed, then within ≤

1sec it collapses into a black hole.
3. A supermassive NS is formed that collapses 

to a black hole on timescales of 10 − 10%sec.
4. A stable neutron star is formed.



Expected regions

Planckian Super-Planckian
Pixel SNR


